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Setting the scene

1
World class 

railway

5
Tunnel main 

drives

19
Boroughs 

passed through

40
Upgraded or 
new stations

2x21
KM of tunnel 

under London

• Main Line railway in a Metro 
Environment 

• Almost perfect performance target – 95% 
of journeys on time

• Engineering access very limited – 2  
hours working time in midnight time

• One train every 120 seconds – no room 
for error

• 200m long trains with 1500 people 
capacity

• Record 800,000 passengers a day (and 
growing!)

• Special noise restrictions around 
theatres and venues

• Interoperability standards requirements 



Other challenges along the way…

Construction Operational Readiness Operations



Elizabeth line has transformed the lives of Londoners!
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This improvement programme is not a “nice to have…”

Asset management makes 
Elizabeth line’s business 

possible
Our maintenance strategy is ‘Predict 
and Prevent’:
• We have a profound understanding 

of our assets
• We use technology to inspect the 

railway
• We use the workforce to do proactive 

work
• We respond to alerts before service 

affecting failures

Our investment planning process is 
integrated into the overall 50-year TfL 
asset management plan. 

Our vision

Service will be 
impacted if we 

don’t move 
towards our 

vision

Image credit: Evening Standard (2023) - 'Sadiq Khan ‘deeply concerned’ following four-hour Elizabeth line halt'

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/sadiq-khan-deeply-concerned-elizabeth-line-halt-network-rail-paddington-b1126675.html
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A common understanding of the problem statement to 
establish the priorities for asset management

Image credit: Priyanka Dutta (2018) - understanding other's perspectives

https://www.priyankadutta.com/blog/understanding-others-perspectives


Interviews Assessment Visualisation

A systematic methodology to identify, quantify and 
visualise the gaps, and to define interventions

   



The safety of the line was managed, but people were 
working with limited strategic direction 

Simple visualisation Simple language Relevant to people
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How we are turning the red boxes green 

Leader Resources Ownership Escalation Route



Text here

Text here

Text here Text here

Improved 
performance 
and reliability 
of RfLI assets

Improved 
efficiencies 

and 
productivities

Reduced 
TOTEX- better 

value for 
money

Workforce 
attraction and 

retention

Reduced 
carbon 

footprint

Improved 
Safety

Customer 
satisfaction 

(increase 
revenue)

Strategic AM (BAU) Governance & strategy Business processes Maximising MAXIMO Intelligent Infrastructure

Benefits of the improvement programme
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What we have learnt to do well!

Work as a 
team

Keep a 
growth 
mindset

Ensure 
there is an 
enterprise 
approach

Stewart Mills

Have an 
infrastructure 
directorate

Put the 
customer 
and people 
at the centre



Q&A

Carmen Peraita Sanz
Consultant Director

Mott MacDonald

Change and Adoption Lead 
Elizabeth Line

Maria Seco
Infrastructure Asset Strategy 

and Implementation Lead
Elizabeth Line

Best Practice Highlights

• Enterprise approach allows for an agreed common view of 
the problem statement and input from all key players. 

• A common leader across the asset lifecycle integrated all 
infrastructure departments and leads the cascade of the 
asset management objectives.

• Embed a ‘growth mindset’ to continuously learn the 
strengths and weaknesses of the infrastructure.

• Applied continuous improvement practices before issues 
arise (we have a business improvement team).

• Invest in building asset management competency in the 
senior leadership team.

• Transparent culture and collaborative approach is 
fundamental to improve. You don’t do great things in 
isolation.

• People are key to drive change and unlock value – support 
talent to flourish and use the collective genius of the 
responsible experts to drive sustained improvements.
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